OUR NEW HOURS:
MONDAY-FRIDAY 10:00AM-5:00PM
SATURDAY 10:00AM-4:00PM
SUNDAY CLOSED

Hotfix Adhesive Demo on Saturday, Nov. 28, 10-NOON
Join us for a live demonstration on Hotfix Adhesive, come and see John show
you what Hotfix can do for you. The possibilities are endless! Hotfix is a highquality and reliable product even used by the NFL!!

Sevenberry Cotton Flax Prints
for Robert Kaufman Fabrics
From the renowned Sevenberry of Japan for Robert Kaufman Fabrics, this printed medium
weight canvas fabric features classic Japanese style with a bit of flax (linen) for that rustic
look and feel. Perfect for little around the home projects, bags, purses, skirts, light jackets,
and more. Check out this free pillow pattern by Robert Kaufman

Warehouse District by Leslie Tucker Jenison
for Robert Kaufman Fabrics
"Leslie Tucker Jenison is an artist who creates contemporary quilts and designs fabric by
working directly onto cloth using ProcionMX fiber-reactive dye and paint. Growing up in
Kansas she was influenced early by her grandmother, a seamstress and quiltmaker.
Unconventional objects are frequently used to generate imagery. Everyday observations of
her garden and travels often inform her work. She is inspired by an eclectic mix of repeating
shapes in both natural and man-made environments, street art in the form of graffiti, gritty
layers of torn posters, paint, sprayed stencils, and cracks..." Read more about her here.

SPECIAL PRICING, NOVEMBER 18-25!!
Husqvarna Viking Serger AMBER Air S400
**Call and make a 1-on-1 appointment with Elaine to see this jewel of a serger**
CREATIVITY IN MOTION. Enjoy the freedom of the air threading system on the
HUSQVARNA® VIKING® AMBER™ Air S | 400 overlock machine.
TOP FEATURES
Air Threading Loopers
Threading your overlock machine loopers is a breeze on this one-touch air threading
overlock.
Built-In Needle Threader
Easily thread both the right and left position needles with the adjustable built-in needle
threader.
15 Stitches
15 stitch options to trim, stitch, overcast, and decorate projects in one quick step.
Differential Feed
Eliminates stretching of knit fabrics, puckering of lightweight fabrics, and can automatically
gather fabric.
LED Lighting
Illuminates the sewing area for clear visibility to reduce eye strain

Husqvarna Viking Serger Amber Air S|400 MORE INFO HERE

SPECIAL PRICING, NOVEMBER 18-25!!
PFAFF Quilt Expression 720
**QUILTERS DREAM MACHINE!**
Elegant functionality is delivered with poise and precision by the exciting quilt expression™
720 sewing machine. Discover the depth and harness the artful ability of this sophisticated
and robust machine.

PFAFF Quilt Expression 720

Upcoming Classes
Class schedule for Jan-May 2021 -- Coming very soon!

X Quilt
A sparkling table cover or throw to make
in holiday colors or black and white!
Traditional log cabin blocks with chubby
logs are set on point add interest and
smiles! Just four cabin blocks to make;
then make partial blocks or use one
piece of fabric as the setting triangles.

This is a 2 part class on:
Monday, November 30, 6-8:00pm
Monday, December 7, 6-8:00pm

BOOK NOW!

Saturday, November 21
Youth Sewing Studio 1-4:00pm

Monday, November 30
X Quilt (1) 6-8:00pm
Wednesday, December 2
Sewphisticates (5) 1-3:30pm

7918 Santa Fe Dr, Overland
Park, KS 66204, USA

Share Via:
Check out the new website

913.648.2739

Join me on the Wix mobile app to stay updated, share posts and keep in touch.
Download & Join

